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ABSTRACT: Proton transfer is an important player that
contributes to functional properties of light-sensitive organic
molecules from photostability to energy transfer. For an organic
pigment secreted by the wood-spalting fungus Scytalidium
cuboideum, little is known about Draconin Red despite its discovery
decades earlier. With steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopic
techniques as well as quantum calculations, two tautomers of
Draconin Red with different orientations of hydroxy groups were
found to comprise most of the equilibrium population. These
tautomers may underlie major species in fluorescent and
nonfluorescent needle-like crystals, the former showing waveguide
properties. Femtosecond transient absorption measurements
revealed a dynamic equilibrium due to excited-state intramolecular
proton transfer (ESIPT) between the two tautomers on faster (<120 fs) and slower (∼750 fs) time scales, supplemented by
computationally scanning two nonequivalent ESIPT coordinates. Ground and excited-state femtosecond stimulated Raman
spectroscopy (FSRS) confirmed the presence of both tautomers in solution with key frequency shifts of vibrational marker bands
upon photoexcitation, tracking an initial ultrafast unidirectional tautomerization. We envision the rational design of the highly
symmetric red pigment by incorporation of electron donating and/or withdrawing groups to elevate the electronic and photonic
performance of this naturally derived small molecule going from solution to the solid state.

1. INTRODUCTION

As global energy demand increases, critical eyes have been
directed toward the methods in which energy is harvested,
stored, and utilized.1,2 To meet this demand sustainably, novel
methods of energy harvesting and transfer must be developed
with a focus on optimizing efficiency, productivity, and
reliability.3,4 One field precipitated by this paradigm shift is
that of organic electronic materials which boast low costs,
attachment to flexible substrates, highly scalable solvent-based
processing, and versatility through the informed design. While
alternative and sustainable routes are progressing, existing
organic electronics are subject to relatively low resilience to
environmental stressors compared to their inorganic counter-
parts.5,6

Most promising about the development of durable organic
electronics is the ubiquity of photosynthetic biological systems
reliant on the capture, transport, and storage of light energy.7−9

Natural photosynthetic systems provide the framework for the
utilization of organic chromophores to absorb light across a
broad wavelength range, promoting the chromophore into an

excited state and separating nonequilibrium charges within the
system. These complexes often utilize a series of protein-locked
chromophores known as an antenna system to transport the
absorbed energy as an exciton, where it can be converted into a
usable form.5,10−12 Among contributors to the relatively high
efficiency of energy transfer in antenna complexes, coherent
quantum beats have been observed in several light-harvesting
systems, potentially aiding the energy transfer process.13−15

Such beats retain coherence long enough to span the time
required for the preparatory steps of energy transfer, increasing
efficiency of the system beyond that predicted by incoherent
light emission and reabsorption.13,16−18 The superposition of
vibrational and electronic energy levels forms vibronic energy
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states in which vibrational modes may facilitate electronic
energy transfer, particularly for coherently excited vibrational
modes with large displacements (large Huang−Rhys factors)
that can be observed by femtosecond (fs) laser spectrosco-
py.7,18 Quantum coherence could play an active role during
energy transfer in photosynthetic systems, and allow the
strongly coupled chromophores to act more as a single
absorbing system, thus broadening and intensifying the
absorption bands of the coupled system beyond individual
capability of each chromophore.
Beyond a major electronic perspective, proton transfer is

integral in various organic and biological systems and protects
many chromophores by providing an efficient nondestructive
pathway for energy dissipation after photoexcitation, which
makes the excited-state proton transfer (ESPT) process to
solvent or an adjacent proton acceptor (sensitizer) an active
area of research.19−30 In particular, when the proton donor and
acceptor are within the same molecule at close proximity (e.g.,
between hydroxy and carbonyl/-nitrogen heterocyclic moi-
eties), excited-state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT)
can be a photoprotection mechanism for organic dyes by
providing a relaxation pathway via tautomerization.31−35 The
ESIPT behavior in solution indicates that a molecule may
facilitate charge transfer (CT) with a concomitant or separate
path for proton transfer in solid-state materials.35−37 The
practical applications of ESIPT dyes are legion, ranging from
use as laser dyes and bioimaging probes to quantum logic
gates.38,39

Several well-characterized ESIPT dyes, such as 2-(2-
hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole and 2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)-
benzoxazole absorb outside the visible range, limiting their
application for visible light processes. Many more thoroughly
studied ESIPT dyes have been derived from nitrogen-ring
systems such as naphthylamides, indoles, or pyrazoles, which
commonly exhibit reduced ESIPT capability due to the less
acidic nature of amine protons compared to hydroxy
protons.40−42 Investigations into the hydroxy-based ESIPT
systems such as alizarin have been prolific,43−47 but studies of
ultrafast ESIPT processes have only been made possible using
ultrafast lasers on an ESIPT reaction as fast as 13 fs in 10-
hydroxybenzo[h]quinoline.48

Notably, the compound 2,7-dimethoxynaphthazarin (i.e.,
5,8-dihydroxy-2,7-dimethoxy-1,4-naphthoquinone), or Draco-
nin Red, is a red pigment produced by the spalting wood
fungus Scytalidium cuboideum. Such spalting fungi have been
found still intact in stained wood used in intarsia artwork
dating back to the 15th century, demonstrating their
remarkable photostability.49,50 Chemically, the community
considered that the precursor of this red pigment is
naphthazarin (5,8-dihydroxy-1,4-naphthoquinone), a naturally
occurring 1,4-naphthoquinone derivative.51,52 Most natural
naphthoquinones are plant products, while a few can be found
in sea urchins or elaborated by microorganisms (commonly
isolated from fungi).53 The chemical structure of Draconin
Red is characterized by its high degree of symmetry as well as
one conjugated system across two aromatic rings (see Section
3.1).50 The properties of Draconin Red have thus far been
rarely studied, but the dye is known to share several promising
properties with the more fully investigated xylindein, similarly
secreted by a spalting wood fungus.35,37,50,54,55 Both pigments
display high thermo- and photostability, a broad absorption
profile spanning the visible spectral range, and a largely
symmetric structure comprised of conjugated rings with polar

carbonyl and hydroxyl group substituents, which may preserve
the chromophore’s ability to participate in intermolecular
hydrogen (H)-bonding in solution aggregates or thin films.37,56

Draconin Red exhibits a large Stokes shift and a low
fluorescence quantum yield (e.g., FQY ≈ 1.41% in ethanol;
see Section 2.3), both of which are characteristic of a proton
transfer relaxation pathway in ESIPT dyes.38,57

In this work, we implemented a suite of steady-state and
time-resolved spectroscopic techniques from electronic
absorption and fluorescence, femtosecond transient absorption
(fs-TA), femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS),
aided by quantum calculations, to elucidate the reversible
ultrafast ESIPT reaction between two tautomers of Draconin
Red in two different solvents (dichloromethane and dimethyl
sulfoxide) under two strategically chosen excitation wave-
lengths of 510 and 537 nm. A characteristic subpicosecond
(sub-ps) time constant was identified as the rate-limiting step
for photoinduced interconversion between two tautomers,
accompanied by other longer excited-state processes including
solvation, rotational motions, and nonradiative relaxation. With
deep structural dynamics insights of Draconin Red in solution
on ultrafast time scales, we proposed rational design and
molecular engineering principles to improve Draconin Red as a
sustainable functional material with potential photonics and
optoelectronic applications.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS
2.1. Preparation of Draconin Red. The red pigment was

produced, extracted, and purified based on the methods given
in previous reports.50,58,59 In brief, Scytalidium cuboideum
(Sacc. & Ellis) Sigler & Kang (UAMH 11517) cultures were
grown on 2% malt agar (VWR) plates amended with white-
rotted maple wood chips following established methods.60 The
cultures were grown for 6 weeks until media was fully
pigmented, then allowed to air-dry and ground with an Oster
blender (Model 6811). Pigment was extracted from the
resulting powder by addition of 99.9% HPLC-grade acetone
(VWR), then stirred at room temperature (20 °C), and
filtrated with 415 filter paper (VWR). Pigment solution was
then concentrated using Büchi Rotavapor (Model 461) in a 40
°C deionized water bath. Crystals were precipitated using
liquid nitrogen as outlined in our previous report50 and
collected by filtration (415 filter paper, VWR). The crystals
isolated using this method, which have been known to be of
very high purity (99.9%),58 were subsequently redissolved in
acetone and could be isolated by extracting suspended crystal
clumps with tweezers. To our best knowledge, Draconin Red
has not been made via organic synthesis, thus lending
significance to the extraction and characterization of this
naturally occurring dye molecule.52,53

2.2. Steady-State Electronic Spectroscopy. For steady-
state and time-resolved spectroscopic measurements (see
below), Draconin Red was used “as is” following the extraction
and purification of the pigment from the fungus Scytalidium
cuboideum (Section 2.1). To dilute the sample to achieve
suitable concentrations for various spectroscopic measure-
ments, the lab-grade solvents dichloromethane (99% purity,
TCI), dimethyl sulfoxide (EMD), and ethanol (Koptec) were
used when necessary without future filtration. A Thermo
Scientific Evolution 201 UV/Visible (UV/vis) spectropho-
tometer and a Shimadzu RF-6000 spectrofluorophotometer
were used to measure the steady-state absorption and emission
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spectra of sample solution, respectively. For these electronic
absorption and emission measurements, a 1 mm path length
quartz cuvette (Spectrosil 1-Q-1, Starna Cells) and a four-sided
rectangular quartz cuvette with a 5 mm path length were used,
respectively, the latter setup also being used for the FQY
measurement (Section 2.3).
2.3. Fluorescence Quantum Yield Determination. A

dry sample of Draconin Red was dissolved in 99% pure ethanol
(Koptec) and further diluted with ethanol until the measured
sample absorbance was below 0.1 OD (optical density) per 5
mm to avoid any aggregation or inner filter effects.61 Once
sample absorbance was acceptable, a Shimadzu RF-6000
spectrofluorophotometer was used to measure the fluorescence
intensity with 500 nm excitation, and the integrated peak area
for emission intensity was obtained in the 600−700 nm range
(or 560−650 nm for other solvents). The peak areas were
plotted against the values of (1−10−OD) from absorbance
measurements for the percentage of absorbed photons by the
sample solution.62 This process was then repeated using the 4-
(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(4-dimethylaminostyryl)-4H-
pyran (DCM) reference dye in ethanol, which has a usable
excitation range of 400−530 nm and emission range of 560−
700 nm.63 Both data sets were fit with a linear trendline with
an intercept of zero (representative spectral data shown in the
Supporting Informaion (SI)). The resulting slope of each data
set (SDR and SDCM), along with the known standard FQY of the
DCM dye (ΦDCM = 0.435) and solvent refractive index (nDR
for Draconin Red and nDCM for DCM dye), were used in the
following equation to determine the FQY of Draconin Red
(ΦDR) in various solvents (ethanol, dimethyl sulfoxide, and
dichloromethane) investigated in this work,

Φ = × Φ ×
S

S
n

nDR
DR

DCM
DCM

DR

DCM

2

2
(1)

2.4. Femtosecond Transient Absorption (fs-TA) and
Femtosecond Stimulated Raman Spectroscopy (FSRS).
A detailed description of the wavelength-tunable fs-TA and
FSRS setups can be found in our prior reports.28−30,64,65

Briefly, the fs-TA setup was based on the fundamental laser
output pulse train (∼800 nm center wavelength, 35 fs pulse
duration, 1 kHz repetition rate, ∼3.6 W average power) from a
regenerative amplifier (Legend Elite-USP-1K-HE, Coherent,
Inc.) seeded by a mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator (Mantis-
5, Coherent, Inc.). The fs probe was generated by passing a
small portion of the laser output through a 2 mm path length
quartz cuvette filled with deionized water. The super-
continuum white light was then reflected 11 times in a
chirped-mirror pair (dispersion compensating mirror: DCM-9,
450−950 nm, Laser Quantum, Inc.) for optimal compression
to <100 fs full-width-at-half-maximum (fwhm) of pulse
duration.65

For photoexcitation, the fs actinic pump was produced from
a two-stage noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA)
system with the first NOPA generating the desired wavelength
and the second one amplifying the power. Subsequently, the
laser beam went through a chirped-mirror pair (DCM-12,
400−700 nm, Laser Quantum, Inc.) and reflected 9 times to
achieve the shortest pulse duration. The fs-TA measurements
were performed with both the parallel and magic-angle (54.7°)
polarizations between the actinic pump and probe beams. In
practice, the polarization of the probe was first determined by
placing a polarizer and a white paper afterward in its beampath.

The polarizer was rotated until the transmitted probe became
the weakest. The same polarizer was then placed in the pump
beampath between a half-waveplate (zero-order, WPH10M-
514, Thorlabs, Inc.) and a power meter (PM100D meter with
S302C thermal power sensor head, Thorlabs Inc.), and the
power of the transmitted pump was monitored by rotating the
waveplate until the lowest power was observed. Under this
condition, the polarizations of the pump and probe were
parallel. The half waveplate could then be rotated by ∼27.4°
(while the polarizer was removed) to achieve the magic-angle
condition in order to minimize the molecular rotational
contributions to the observed TA dynamics and photoselection
effects.11

The pump and probe beams were focused by a parabolic
mirror onto a 1 mm path length quartz cell filled with the
sample solution. For red pigment dissolved in dichloromethane
(DCM solvent), the sample was stirred by a magnetic stir bar
(homemade using a miniature staple fragment) to avoid
sample degradation at the same laser spot and ensure fresh
sample was irradiated during the entire data collection. For red
pigment in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO solvent), the cuvette
position was slightly changed by the experimenter throughout
the data collection because interactions between DMSO and a
zinc-plated steel piece (likely as a reducing agent) could
deprotonate the chromophore sample. Past the sample cell, the
probe was then collimated, focused into a spectrograph
(IsoPlane SCT-320, Princeton Instruments, Inc.), dispersed
inside by a reflective grating (300 grooves/mm, 300 nm blaze
wavelength), and imaged onto a CCD array camera
(PIXIS:100F, Princeton Instruments, Inc.). The fs-TA spectra
of red pigment were taken with both 510 and 537 nm
photoexcitation in DCM and DMSO solvents from −2 to 900
ps with uneven time steps. The pump power was set at ∼0.3
mW, measured before the chopper that was synchronized with
the main laser clock but at half of the laser repetition rate (i.e.,
500 Hz).
For ground-state (GS) and excited-state (ES)-FSRS experi-

ments, the tunable actinic pump and white light probe were
generated and compressed similarly to the aforementioned
description of fs-TA measurements. A tunable picosecond (ps)
Raman pump was implemented in conjunction with the actinic
pump and Raman probe, making ES-FSRS a pump−pump−
probe technique in the mixed time-frequency domain.18,30 A
home-built NOPA system was implemented to generate the
narrowband Raman pump in three stages. First, we used an fs-
NOPA to provide the seed pulse by focusing supercontinuum
white light and fs 400 nm pulses on a beta-barium-borate
(BBO) crystal. At the suitable phase-matching condition, the
output seed of the desired wavelength was dispersed using a
grating and directed into a slit-based spectral filter to become a
narrowband (ps) seed. For the ensuing two-stage NOPAs, the
fs 800 nm pulses were first converted to ps 400 nm pulses
using a home-built second harmonic bandwidth compressor
(SHBC).64 The ps 400 nm pulses were used as optical pumps
in two ps-NOPAs to amplify the aforementioned seed at the
desired wavelength. For GS-FSRS measurements, only the ps
Raman pump and fs Raman probe were directed onto the
sample to collect the Raman spectrum at thermal equilibrium.
Several Raman pump wavelengths were used to resonantly
stimulate30,66 the Stokes (redder Raman probe than Raman
pump) FSRS spectra of both tautomers of Draconin Red,
which included 530, 550, and 600 nm Raman pumps with
average powers of ∼4.4, 4.0, and 3.0 mW, respectively. For the
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anti-Stokes (bluer Raman probe than Raman pump) ES-FSRS
measurement, a 537 nm actinic pump and 645 nm Raman
pump were employed at powers of ∼0.25 and 2.2 mW,
respectively. The spectrograph grating used for FSRS was 1200
grooves/mm (much higher spectral resolution than fs-TA) and
300 nm blaze wavelength to disperse and direct the transmitted
probe pulse onto the CCD camera. FSRS measurements were
all taken in a 1 mm path length quartz cuvette with a magnetic
stir bar. To directly contrast with FSRS spectrum on the Stokes
side, the FSRS spectrum collected on the anti-Stokes side
needs to be multiplied by −1 in both the intensity and Raman
shift axes.29,30

For fs-TA measurements on Draconin Red in both solvents
(DCM and DMSO), the sample concentrations were adjusted
to set the absorbance (OD) as ∼1.0/mm at 510 nm for both
510 and 537 nm excitations. For GS and ES-FSRS in DCM,
the same sample concentration was used with 530, 550, and
600 nm Raman pumps. The UV/vis spectra were collected
before and after each ultrafast measurement to confirm the
sample photostability over the course of experiments.16,28

2.5. Quantum Calculations. The ground-state (S0),
unrelaxed-excited-state (S1), and relaxed-excited-state (S1′)
quantum calculations on the two tautomers of Draconin Red
were performed using Gaussian 09 software.67 The energies for
the respective states depicted in the potential energy surfaces
(PESs; see Section 3.6) were retrieved using the density
functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent (TD)-DFT
methods for S0 and S1 calculations, respectively. In particular,
the S0 energy was taken directly from the DFT optimization of
both tautomers (atomic coordinates listed in the SI Appendix).
The unrelaxed S1 energy was determined by performing TD-
DFT energy calculation on the ground-state optimized
tautomers. The relaxed S1 energy was taken from the TD-
DFT geometric optimization of both tautomers. For all
calculations, the B3LYP functional and 6-311+G(d,p) basis
set were used with default solvent parameters of the integral
equation formalism variant within the polarizable continuum
model (IEFPCM) to represent the DCM solvent.
To determine the transition barrier height for ESIPT within

the relaxed excited state and model the tautomerization of
Draconin Red, a 2D scan of pertinent −OH bond distances
was performed. TD-DFT optimizations were performed with
the aforementioned functional/basis set in DCM (implicit
solvation using IEFPCM) to reduce computational costs. The
starting conformation was the PA tautomer (see Section 3.1);
both the −OH coordinates were scanned with 0.1 Å steps from
1 to 2 Å (Section 3.4). A relaxed scan was performed with 121
TD-DFT geometrical optimizations in total. For the contour
plot of a 2D scan, the minimum energy states representing the
PS tautomer were set to zero. The corresponding higher-
energy states were subtracted by the energy of the lowest-
energy state to plot on a representable scale. A similar scan
beginning with the PS tautomer was performed, producing a
mirror-like contour plot due to the symmetry of Draconin Red
structure.
2.6. Franck−Condon/Herzberg−Teller Calculations.

The structures for each tautomer were recreated in GaussView
6 and optimized using DFT-B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) and the
IEFPCM solvation model for Draconin Red in DCM; the
theory level, basis set, and solvation parameters were specified
in all calculations prerequisite to the Franck−Condon/
Herzberg−Teller (FCHT) calculations using Gaussian 16
software.68 The resulting geometry checkpoint files were then

referenced (using the “OldChk” keyword to preserve contents)
in two more calculations. First, the optimized geometry was
read to calculate vibrational normal modes of the ground state
of each tautomer (see the associated Raman results in Section
3.5). The normal mode information was kept in the checkpoint
file using the “SaveNM” keyword. Second, the S1-state
geometry was calculated using TD-DFT with the optimized
S0 geometry as a starting point. The resulting geometry was
then used in a frequency calculation in the same fashion as the
ground state.
The checkpoint files resulting from the ground- and excited-

state frequency calculations were used in FCHT calculations,
with instructions to print spectra with a grain of 5 cm−1 and
use absolute wavenumber bounds, yielding spectra with
identical wavenumber axes. This step was required by the
summation step in the one-photon absorption (OPA)/one-
photon emission (OPE) analysis, so the scaling used for each
tautomer could be identical. Two FCHT calculations were
performed for each tautomer: one for excitation to the S1 state,
and one for relaxation to the ground state (S0).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Similar to another naturally occurring organic dye Alkannin
(from the borage family Alkanna tinctoria), Draconin Red
possesses two sites wherein ESIPT can occur: keto−enol
tautomerization is possible between the functional groups at
positions 4 and 5 and/or 1 and 8 on the naphthazarin ring
system (Figure 1a), also providing a pathway for excited-state
intramolecular double proton transfer (ESIDPT; see below).69

Most interestingly, a particularity of Draconin Red arises from
its highly symmetric structure: keto−enol tautomerization at
C4 and C5 positions results in the identical structure as
tautomerization at C1 and C8 positions, while ESIDPT would
result in a return to the original structure irrespective of the
sequence of site tautomerization. The detailed investigation of
an intrinsically coherent and ultrafast ESIPT reaction process
and the participation of ESIDPT thus became a focus of this
work. Previous work also reported two distinct (red and
orange) needle-like crystals that can be readily produced by the
Scytalidium cuboideum fungus with a simple cold acetone
extraction,50 contrasting the Chlorociboria fungus-secreted
xylindein that makes amorphous thin films but not crystals.35,55

Relevant discussions on more practical applications (Section
3.7) will follow the comprehensive ultrafast spectral analysis
from steady-state electronic (Section 3.1) as well as time-
resolved electronic (Section 3.2−3.3) and vibrational (Section
3.5) spectroscopy, quantum calculations (Section 3.4), and
PES discussions (Section 3.6).

3.1. Steady-State Electronic Spectroscopy and Eluci-
dation of Two Conformers. Using an integral character-
ization platform from experiments to computations, we aim to
reveal the primary events that power the photochemistry of
this underexplored red pigment. To delineate the ultrafast
photoresponse of Draconin Red on its intrinsic molecular time
scales,18 the broad and convoluted steady-state electronic
spectra (Figure 1b,c) must be first disentangled to resolve the
chemical/molecular species present in solution. The absorp-
tion spectrum of Draconin Red in DCM spans the visible
spectrum from ca. 400−600 nm and extends into the
ultraviolet region, with three prominent peaks at ∼550, 510,
and 480 nm. In ethanol and DMSO, solvatochromism slightly
blue-shifts (by ∼2 nm) these peaks, while red-shifting the
emission peaks by ∼10 nm (Figure S1), indicating the
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possibility of a CT state that becomes stabilized in more polar
solvents, particularly with the enhanced H-bonding inter-
actions in DMSO.70−74 For corroboration, the inhomogeneous
broadening of the steady-state spectral profiles is apparent
when Draconin Red is dissolved in DMSO (Figure S1) that is
more polar than DCM,71,75 showing an increased ∼576 nm
emission relative to the main ∼618 nm emission peak in
DMSO versus that in DCM (Figure 1c). Notably, the solubility
of the red pigment is reduced in more polar solvents, especially
ethanol and water, implying that the interplay between
(nonspecific) polarity and (specific) H-bonding interactions
exerts a complex effect on equilibrium and nonequilibrium
properties of Draconin Red.
Previous experimental and theoretical studies found that

many tautomers involving various orientations of hydroxy

groups may exist in solution, similar to other naturally derived
molecules like xylindein and hypericin.50,55,76 Quantum
mechanical modeling deduced that two tautomers constitute
a majority of the species, referred to as the para-antisymmetric
(PA) and para-symmetric (PS) tautomers with two hydroxy
groups located on the opposite and same sides of the center
bond, respectively (Figure 1a), while both −OH groups point
toward the adjacent CO groups for energy stabilization.
Regardless of the level of theory or basis sets, PA with a
centrosymmetric core consistently absorbs redder than PS
(Figure 1b). Although PS absorbs in the bluer region, its
calculated ground-state (S0) energy is lower than PA by 0.162
eV while the calculated absorption transition oscillator strength
of PA (0.2145) is higher than PS (0.1772). Using the Gibbs
free energy equation for a system undergoing tautomerization
at chemical equilibrium, ΔG° = −RT ln Keq, we estimated that
PS energy is lower than PA by ∼0.025 eV at room temperature
(22 °C) from the OPA spectral fits, which is within a factor of
2 compared to the previously reported free enthalpy of the
tautomerization reaction between two conformers of alizarin
(similar-sized organic chromophore) in the ground state.77

Therefore, the bluer absorption peak at ∼510 nm attributed to
PS is significantly more intense than the red-shifted peak at
∼550 nm because PS is the more stable species at equilibrium,
even while considering the difference in oscillator strength.
Possible resonance structures (Figure S2) indicate that the PS
tautomer is better able to access the stabilizing effects of
electronic conjugation with two structures in which no atom
takes on a formal charge.
Vibronic coupling is ubiquitous for many π-conjugated

organic molecules, commonly arising from skeletal CC
stretching and ring-breathing motions that lead to shoulder
peaks and a broadened absorption profile.17,78,79 To dissect the
steady-state spectra and aid the interpretation of excitation-
dependent ultrafast spectroscopic measurements (see below), a
rigorous analysis of vibronic progression is warranted with a
quantum mechanical foundation.80−83 We performed an
FCHT calculation representing excitation to the first singlet
excited state (S1) for each tautomer (see Section 2.6), and
predicted the one-photon absorption and emission spectra
(Figure 1b,c).84,85 The wavenumber axis of each spectrum was
multiplied by a scaling constant of 1.12 and 1.02 for absorption
and emission, respectively, thus representing a blue shift to
match experimental values and then converted to the
wavelength unit. The pertinent blue shift magnitude of
∼0.25 and 0.05 eV to match the calculated absorption and
emission spectra with experimental spectra of Draconin Red is
well within the commonly used blue shift of ∼0.2−0.5 eV for
organic molecules80 and similar chromophores like naphtha-
lene.86 The intensities of the calculated tautomer spectra were
scaled by the empirically determined weighting constants
(CAbs,PA = 0.62, CAbs,PS = 1; CEm,PA = 0.73, CEm,PS = 1), which
produced the best agreement with the intensities of three peak
maxima in the experimental absorption and emission spectra
(separately). The scaled tautomer spectra were summed to
produce a weighted spectrum, which could be directly
compared to the measured spectrum when normalized.
Notably, the relative weights of PA (38%) and PS (62%)
that produced the best agreement with measured peak
intensities (Figure 1b) qualitatively match the predicted S0
population preference of PS over PA. The blue shoulder peak
at ∼480 nm (near the primary peak at ∼510 nm) is due to
vibronic coupling with contributions from both tautomers,

Figure 1. Chemical structure and steady-state electronic spectra of
Draconin Red in DCM. (a) The para-symmetric (PS) and para-
antisymmetric (PA) chromophores with key functional group atomic
sites numbered. The electronic (b) absorption spectrum and (c)
emission spectrum (red) can be fit to two conformers, PA (blue) and
PS (green), with the associated amplitude weights listed in
parentheses and spectral summation depicted in black dashed lines.
Two excitation wavelengths at 510 and 537 nm for transient
absorption measurements are denoted by vertical lines in panel b.
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primarily PS according to the OPA analysis. The red shoulder
peak at ∼550 nm appears to be primarily associated with PA
with minimal contribution from PS (Figure 1b).
Though a broader peak width (700 cm−1 fwhm) appeared to

produce a more visual agreement with the experimental
electronic spectra (Figure 1b,c), calculations performed with
default broadening parameters (fwhm = 270 cm−1; see Figure
S3) correlate to relative weights of PA = 30% and PS = 70%
that further supports the PS population dominance in S0
(Figure S3a). This disparity of retrieved population ratios
implies that any further broadening of the spectral components
is due to coupling effects between the two tautomers, either
equilibrated or dynamically interchanging, possibly aided by
π−π stacking interactions between conjugated rings of adjacent
molecules, which could cause them to act more like a single
absorbing system and manifest one broad absorption profile
with multiple shoulder peaks.
A mirror-like symmetry is also apparent upon comparing the

absorption and emission spectra, which implies a rigid
molecular structure. For Draconin Red in DCM, three
emission peaks are located at ∼575, 600, and 650 nm with
the middle peak being the most intense (Figure 1c).
Reminiscent of the absorption spectrum, PS is calculated to
emit in the bluer region with a Stokes shift of ∼1910 cm−1

while PA emits redder with a reduced Stokes shift of 1760
cm−1, aided by the OPE calculations that represent the
radiative transition from S1 state. The individual and
cumulative OPE spectra reveal that the pronounced shoulder
band observed above 650 nm is primarily due to PA species, in
contrast to the absorption shoulder peak at ∼480 nm.

A rather interesting trend was obtained by comparing
relative percent weights of the absorption and emission spectra.
The cumulative OPE fit shows a shift toward an even
distribution of tautomer populations, PA (42%) and PS (58%),
contrasting the larger (62%) contribution from PS in the OPA
fit. This trend remains after considering the downward
transition oscillator strength of PA* (0.2353) and PS*
(0.1966). The changed ratio could be owing to ESIPT,
which both tautomers undergo to effectively dissipate the
photoexcitation energy. Ultrafast measurements and more in-
depth quantum calculations are required to examine ESIPT
reactions, wherein photoexcitation of PS results in transient
formation of PA and vice versa. Since PS is energetically
favored and represents the majority of the equilibrium
population, excitation of this form results in a relatively larger
PA excited-state population (via ESIPT), hence the afore-
mentioned PA/PS population ratio change. The FQY was
measured to be 1.41% upon 500 nm excitation of Draconin
Red in ethanol (Figure S4), suggesting that effective
nonradiative pathways may be opened by shifting the proton
between the adjacent carbonyl and hydroxy groups.39

Interestingly, for Draconin Red in the other two solvents, a
bluer integration region of the fluorescence band (e.g., 560−
590 nm in DCM and 560−600 nm in DMSO) consistently
shows a higher FQY than a redder integration region (e.g.,
590−650 nm in DCM and 600−650 nm in DMSO). Besides
being consistent with a bluer excitation at 500 nm that mainly
pumps PS, this result also suggests that PS* is more fluorescent
than PA*. With a reduced downward transition oscillator
strength of PS* compared to PA*, our finding affirms that PS

Figure 2. Contour plots for the excitation-dependent fs-TA spectra of Draconin Red in various solvents. With (a)/(b) 510 nm and (e)/(f) 537 nm
actinic pump, Draconin Red in DCM/DMSO shows prominent TA bands that correlate with (c)/(d) steady-state emission spectrum, respectively.
The ultrafast stimulated emission peak red shift is highlighted by the white curved arrow.
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is the dominant species at thermal equilibrium, and the PS* →
PA* conversion is likely a less favorable ESIPT pathway
compared to PA* → PS*. We then repeated the steady-state
emission measurements using 530 nm excitation for Draconin
Red in DCM and observed a slight increase/decrease of the
fluorescence intensity within 560−590 nm/590−650 nm
compared to the 500 nm excitation case. This result is rather
unexpected because a redder excitation light can pump more
PA (Figure 1b) and should lead to less PS*/more PA*
emission in bluer/redder regions. Taken together, this fine
steady-state emission data analysis supports that PA* → PS* is
the more favored pathway in the excited state (see below for
more spectral support). Notably, this efficient energy
dissipation pathway via ESIPT reaction was observed for a
related fungal pigment, xylindein;35 however, the FQY of
xylindein (<0.1% in DCM after 532 nm excitation) was
observed to be lower than Draconin Red (3.66% and 3.37% in
DCM after 500 and 530 nm excitation, respectively) by more
than an order of magnitude.37,56

3.2. Fs-TA Spectroscopy Tracks Ultrafast ESIPT
Reaction. While the insights gained from steady-state
measurements and quantum calculations serve as a solid
foundation, a burning question remains unanswered: do both
tautomers undergo ESIPT and what is the time scale for this
process? To help delineate this unexpectedly complex problem
due to the spectrally overlapping and structurally similar
tautomers (Figure 1a), ultrafast coherent electronic measure-
ments in the form of femtosecond transient absorption (fs-TA)
were performed in two representative solvents, DCM and
DMSO, with two strategically selected excitation wavelengths
of 510 and 537 nm (Figure 2).
Aided by the aforementioned OPA calculations (Section

3.1), the 510 nm excitation primarily pumps PS whereas the
redder excitation (537 nm) is more resonant with PA (see
Figure 1b). However, both actinic pump wavelengths can

excite each tautomer to varying degrees due to their similar S0
→ S1 transition energies, the broadness of absorption spectra
in solution, and the bandwidth of the fs pump pulse used in fs-
TA. In all four 2D-contour plots of the fs-TA spectra (Figure
2a,b,e,f), transient electronic spectral features consist of a
broad stimulated emission (SE) band from ∼550−700 nm
with multiple discernible peaks. Similar to the steady-state
fluorescence emission profile of Draconin Red (see Figure 2c
in DCM and Figure 2d in DMSO), the SE band manifests
three peaks around 555, 615, and 650 nm that can be
attributed to the downward S1 → S0 transition originating from
PS, PA, and a vibronic coupling band of PA, respectively. Note
that the 555 nm SE band could have ground-state bleaching
contributions from PA (Figure 1b), while the 650 nm vibronic
band displays similar dynamics as the main fluorescent peak of
PA* (see blue trace in Figure 1c).18,87 All the observed SE
peaks display a red shift on the ps time scale, which is more
prominent in DMSO (Figure 2b,f) than in DCM (Figure 2a,e).
An excited-state absorption (ESA) feature was observed below
500 nm using a bluer probe window, likely with contributions
from both tautomers of Draconin Red.18

To provide more in-depth information about the contribu-
ting tautomers, we focused on the intensity dynamics of two
peaks at ∼555 nm (mainly PS) and 610 nm (mainly PA) and
found that the two tautomers undergo notably different energy
dissipation pathways as shown in Figure 3. A suitable integral
wavelength range was selected to cover the bluest SE peak at
early times and reddest SE peak at later times to minimize
effects of peak wavelength shift on intensity dynamics, which
remain as the focus here for the visually separated PS* and
PA* emissive species (see Figure 2). Regardless of the solvent
or excitation wavelength, the bluer SE feature of Draconin Red
decays with a sub-ps time constant of ∼640−750 fs while this
decay only occurs for the redder SE feature during one
experimental condition (510 nm excitation in DMSO, Figure

Figure 3. Transient electronic dynamics of Draconin Red under various conditions. The probe-dependent intensity dynamics in DCM using (a)
510 nm and (c) 537 nm actinic pump and in DMSO using (b) 510 nm and (d) 537 nm actinic pump show interesting comparative patterns. The
initial rise component with ∼400 fs time constant for the redder stimulated emission features in panels a and c (red curves) is denoted by an
asterisk. The best least-squares fits are shown as solid curves.
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3b). According to the assignment of these features, the
dynamics suggest that PS (blue traces in Figure 3) may
undergo an efficient energy dissipation pathway not readily
observed for PA (red traces in Figure 3) following actinic
photoexcitation.
There are a few key observables from the probe-dependent

intensity dynamics that help unlock the PESs of both
tautomers. For both excitations in DCM (Figure 3a,c), a
conserved “intermediate” 24−27 ps time constant carries an
amplitude weight of ∼30%. Based on similar dynamics for
many rigid photosensitive molecules, it was surmised that this
decay stems from molecular rotational motion in solution.88,89

The time constant for such processes can be estimated using
Debye Theory according to the following equation:62

τ η= =
D

V
k T

1
6rot

rot B (2)

Several variables play a role in calculating the rotational motion
time scale, most important in the current investigation are the
solvent viscosity and solute volume. To calculate the latter, a
spherical molecule is considered insufficient as an accurate
representation because Draconin Red has two methoxy groups
protruding on both sides of the structure. Therefore, the long
and short axial diameters of 11.16 and 6.12 Å were taken from
the optimized DFT-B3LYP calculations on Draconin Red to
determine the molecular volume. Using the solvent viscosity of
DCM (0.413 centipoise or cP, 1 cP = 1 mPa·s) at 20 °C, the
estimated rotational time constants are 74 and 12 ps about the
two axes, respectively. Notably, the average of these time
constants (43 ps) largely matches the intermediate decay
observed during fs-TA experiments. Alternatively, if we
consider an oblate spheroid with a horizontal semiaxis of
5.58 Å and vertical semiaxis of 3.06 Å, the volume can be
obtained as ∼399 Å3, leading to a rotational time constant of
∼41 ps.
To provide further evidence for the assignment of rotational

motion, magic-angle experiments were performed on the red
pigment by placing a waveplate in the actinic pump beampath
to set its polarization to ∼54.7 degrees with respect to the p-
polarized probe (from supercontinuum white light), which

removes the contribution of solute rotational motion from the
TA signal intensity dynamics (Section 2.4).90,91 For both
excitation wavelengths in the magic-angle TA spectra, the
intermediate decay component (∼25 ps) is noticeably absent,
corroborating its assignment to the solute rotational motion
(see Figure S5 for the representative 510 nm excitation case).
Interestingly, a delayed rise of the SE band was observed from
∼10−100 ps under the magic-angle polarization conditions,
which can be further investigated by performing additional
parallel/perpendicular polarization-dependent experiments to
plot the anisotropy dynamics.92 The remaining intensity
decay/rise components are similar to the aforementioned
dynamics (Figure 3), confirming that they are not directly
affected by rotational contributions.
In DMSO, rather different dynamics were observed with a

6.5−10.5 ps intermediate decay time constant on a shorter
time scale than the Draconin Red rotational motion in DCM.
The viscosity of DMSO (2.0 cP) is significantly larger than
DCM, leading to a larger rotational time constant using
Equation 2; hence it is unlikely that this particular time
constant represents the rotational motion. The intermediate
decay dynamics are reminiscent of the fs-TA dynamics
observed for a similar-sized organic molecule, 8-methoxypyr-
ene-1,3,6-trisulfonate (MPTS).28,62,93 In DMSO, the ESA peak
of MPTS blue-shifts on the ∼5 ps time scale assigned to
solvation of the hot photoexcited molecule. Therefore, the
intermediate decay component observed for Draconin Red in
DMSO likely involves vibrational cooling aided by solva-
tion.28,29,94 Such a solvation component may not be present in
DCM (CH2Cl2), since this solvent can only form weak bonds
to the carbonyl groups of Draconin Red given the H-bond
donating/accepting strength of DCM (0.30/0.0).70 Con-
versely, the sulfoxide group of DMSO could form stronger
H-bonds to the hydroxy groups of Draconin Red according to
the DMSO H-bond donating/accepting strength (0.0/0.76).
The increased solute−solvent H-bonding is reflected by the
red-shifted steady-state emission profile of Draconin Red in
DMSO (Figure S1) compared to DCM. This difference in H-
bonding properties of the respective solvents has interesting

Figure 4. Evolution-associated spectra (EAS) from global analysis of fs-TA spectra of Draconin Red using a (a)/(b) 510 nm and (c)/(d) 537 nm
actinic pump in DCM/DMSO, respectively. The temporal components evolve from black → red → blue with associated time constants listed in
the inset. Key stimulated emission (SE) peak shifts are indicated by gray arrows in panels b and d, while the unchanged peak position at ∼615 nm is
denoted by vertical dashed lines in panels a and c. The multiple SE peak positions in nm units are labeled by their respective locations.
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impacts on the ESIPT pathway as will be discussed in later
sections.
A comparison of the TA intensity dynamics on the

hundreds-of-ps time scale in both solvents informs two
different stories. In DCM, the red pigment decays on the
relatively long time scale of 685−840 ps, likely representing an
apparent fluorescence lifetime (see Section 3.7 for related data
in crystals).62,74 An average of nonradiative and radiative
transitions, this time constant provides a reliable marker that
can be connected to the solute chromophore FQY. Typically,
molecules with a large FQY display a relatively longer apparent
fluorescence lifetime approaching true lifetime of the
fluorescent state in comparison to molecules with a small
FQY.95 For reference, xylindein has an order of magnitude
lower FQY (<0.1%) than the red pigment and hence has a
reduced excited-state lifetime of ∼30 ps due to the flexible
scaffold of the larger xylindein molecule acquiring a butterfly
like shape, potentially leading to an S1/S0 conical intersection
that rationalizes the low FQY.35 The more rigid structure of
red pigment (Figure 1a) restricts such large-scale out-of-plane
motions and thus leads to MPTS-like dynamics.62 In DMSO, a
much-reduced time constant ranging from 135−260 ps likely
represents the lengthened rotational motion in the more
viscous solvent (2.0 cP of DMSO) supported by the calculated
Debye relaxation time constant of 197 ps using Equation 2 for
an oblate spheroid. The absence of a longer time constant
approaching the typical nanosecond (ns) fluorescence lifetime
in DMSO supports several reports showing that solute−solvent
H-bonding may quench radiative processes (also see Figure S4
and related discussions).96−98 Additional magic-angle measure-
ments yielded a longer time constant of ∼400 ps which
suggests that the apparent hundreds-of-ps time constant in
DMSO (Figure 3b,d) may well contain some contributions
from other nonradiative relaxation pathways back to S0.
3.3. Global Analysis of Fs-TA Spectra Highlights

Inhomogeneous Populations. Overall, the probe-depend-
ent intensity dynamics (Figure 3) on the basis of deconvoluted
tautomers from steady-state electronic spectra (Figure 1b,c)
are reflected in the evolution-associated spectra (EAS)
retrieved from global analysis11 of the respective fs-TA spectra
(Figure 4) using the open-source Glotaran software.99 The
clear red shift of the SE feature in DMSO on the intermediate
time scale (7−12 ps, red → blue in Figure 4b,d) supports the
vibrational cooling assignment aided by solvation, which leads
to a relaxed excited state.18 In contrast, the lack of a red shift
during the intermediate stage (21−27 ps, red→ blue) in DCM
(Figure 4a,c) shows that solvation does not significantly impact
the rotational motion of Draconin Red in this solvent.
Moreover, relative intensities of the ∼555 and 610 nm SE

peaks are altered with the excitation wavelength. By calculating
the intensity ratios using initial SE magnitudes from Figure 2,
the following values were determined: 510 nm excitation in
DCM (93%) and DMSO (77%) and 537 nm excitation in
DCM (52%) and DMSO (58%). For example, around time
zero for Draconin Red in DCM with 510 nm excitation (Figure
2a), the 555 nm peak intensity is −15.5 mOD while the 610
nm peak intensity is −16.6 mOD (i.e., 15.5/16.6 ≈ 93%). This
finding nicely supports the steady-state absorption and
emission peak assignments (Figure 1b,c), so the 510 nm
excitation results in a closer SE intensity ratio in both solvents
compared to 537 nm excitation. In other words, 510 nm
excitation can pump both tautomers while being on resonance
more with PS, leading to a more intense SE feature at ∼555

nm (mainly assigned to the emission from PS). The redder
537 nm excitation primarily pumps PA, though by exciting the
red tail of PS ground state (Figure 1b) a reduced SE peak
intensity at ∼555 nm is still visible.
The excitation wavelength dependence on the sub-ps decay

magnitude of the 555 nm SE peak provides illuminating
insights into the ESIPT reaction pathway. The EAS show that
510 nm excitation (Figure 4a,b) leads to a greater decay of the
555 nm SE peak on the sub-ps time scale (black → red)
compared to 537 nm excitation (Figure 4c,d), especially in
DCM. For a more quantitative verification, the magnitude of
this sub-ps component can be obtained from Figure 3. In
DCM and DMSO with 510 excitation, the amplitude weights
for the sub-ps decay are 30% and 48%, respectively, much
higher than the 537 nm excitation cases (15% and 31%). This
process could be assigned to ESIPT originating from tautomer
PS to either a transient state (where the proton is shared
between adjacent carbonyl groups) or PA directly. Such an
excitation-dependent change highlights intrinsic heterogeneity
of the equilibrium chromophore population: besides pumping
more PA ground-state population, a redder excitation pumps a
redder PS ground-state population that could be less prone to
undergo ESIPT. This finding is based on the magnitude
change of the sub-ps component for the 555 nm SE peak (blue
traces) assigned to PS during both excitations (i.e., 30% →
15% in DCM, Figure 3a → c; 48% → 31% in DMSO, Figure
3b → d). Equilibrium and nonequilibrium inhomogeneous
populations have been observed in a variety of systems;100,101

for example, recent ultrafast spectroscopy of a methylated
derivative of xylindein, dimethylxylindein, revealed a hetero-
geneous subpopulation that absorbs redder wavelengths and is
more prone to intersystem crossing.56

Notably, the solvent appears to play a role in ESIPT process,
since the blue SE at ∼555 nm in DMSO consistently decays
more on the sub-ps time scale than in DCM. This result
suggests that DMSO facilitates proton transfer originating from
PS species, likely due to stronger H-bonding interactions
between the sulfoxide group (a proton acceptor) and hydroxy
groups of the red pigment.40,102 Whether this process involves
a full ESIPT to form PA species (just being solvated by
adjacent solvent molecules) or the proton partially transfers to
form a transient state shared between the carbonyls and
solvent molecule(s) can be further discussed in relation to
several experimental results (see below).
In DCM, both excitations result in a minor rise of the redder

SE peak at ∼610 nm with a time constant of ∼400 fs (Figure
3a,c). While this time constant is slightly faster than the 750 fs
decay of the bluer SE peak, it can reasonably track the PS* →
PA* transition via ESIPT (the asterisk denotes the excited
state). As depicted by global analysis (Figure 4a,c black → red
traces), this redder SE band red-shifts by ∼9 nm in DCM on
this time scale which is indicative of a slightly relaxed ESIPT
product, PA*. This trend holds in DMSO as well with a
slightly larger red shift of ∼12 nm (Figure 4b,d black → red
traces). Complementing this analysis, we observed a broad and
weak SE feature above 700 nm that rises on a similar time scale
for each of the respective experimental conditions (Figure S6).
According to TD-DFT calculations (see Section 2.5), the
transient state where a proton is shared between the adjacent
carbonyl groups is predicted to emit at the reddest wavelengths
(among all the calculated proton configurations; see Section
3.4 for details); therefore, the formation of this state where the
proton may either proceed to form PA or return to PS occurs
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with a matching rise time constant. In essence, the apparent
mismatch between the 400 fs rise component of 610 nm SE
peak and the 750 fs decay component of 555 nm SE peak, both
in absolute value and amplitude weight, can be rationalized by
the “two-way-street” between PS* and PA* species in the
excited state, while the overall shift toward PA* can be
confirmed by the only rise component retrieved from the 610
nm and >700 nm SE bands on a similar time scale as well as
the population shift deduced from steady-state absorption to
emission spectrum (Figure 1b→ c). Furthermore, the lack of a
∼400 fs rise of the 610 nm SE band in DMSO suggests that
this solvent may inhibit a full transfer of the proton, in accord
with the observed increase of PS* contribution to the steady-
state emission spectrum of Draconin Red in DMSO (Figure
S1).
Several useful connections can be drawn between the

dynamics of blue and far-red SE band dynamics as follows.
First, consistent with the sub-ps decay magnitude of the 555
nm SE peak, a bluer excitation results in a larger rise of the SE
band above 700 nm with a similar time constant. For example,
with 510 and 537 nm excitations of Draconin Red in DCM,
the 555 nm SE peak decays on the sub-ps time scale with
amplitude weights of 30% and 15%, respectively, while the far-
red SE band rises with amplitude weights of 18% and 10%.
This result shows a strikingly correlated nature to SE features
separated by ∼150−200 nm, due to the associated transient
electronic states during initial ESIPT events induced by
photoexcitation.18 Second, upon comparison to the rise
dynamics of this weak far-red SE feature in DMSO, a relatively

larger ∼750 fs rise constant is present upon both excitations,
consistent with the more prominent ultrafast decay of the 555
nm SE peak on this time scale (blue traces in Figure 3b,d)
versus DCM cases (blue traces in Figure 3a,c). In both solvents
used, an interesting result about Draconin Red is that the ratio
of the far-red SE rise magnitude over the 555 nm SE decay
magnitude is close to 2

3
(i.e., 18%:30% and 10%:15% in DCM,

23%:48% and 22%:31% in DMSO), indicating an intrinsic
molecular origin for the ESIPT reaction from PS* to PA* via
an intermediate state (see Section 3.4).
The varying magnitudes of the ultrafast rise and decay

components of the 555, 610, and >700 nm SE features are
subject to spectral overlap and the associated transition
oscillator strengths, yet collectively they suggest that not all
the S1 populations of Draconin Red can overcome the
transition-state energy barrier to complete the ESIPT reaction.
The red shift of the ∼555 nm SE peak (Figure 4) on the sub-ps
time scale (black→ red) reflects a portion of the chromophore
population that cannot efficiently overcome this barrier, which
is likely associated with a Draconin Red subpopulation that
relaxes more in the same S1 state without swift proton transfer,
reminiscent of the redder PS population less prone to ESIPT
upon 537 nm excitation. For corroboration, the EAS from
global analysis for Draconin Red in DCM (Figure 4a vs Figure
4c) and DMSO (Figure 4b vs Figure 4d) conspicuously
displays the red-shifted SE peak positions after excitation with
a redder pump (537 nm), indicating that a different portion of
the multidimensional PES is accessed.17,18,65

Figure 5. Potential energy surface of the relaxed S1 state as a function of O−H bond distances. Chemical structures at the energy minima and
saddle points are shown across corresponding axes for O−H1 and O−H2 bond distances as denoted by pink shades for the PA tautomer (state 1),
while the equivalent PS tautomers by symmetry (states 3 and 2) are depicted. White dashed double-headed arrows denote the reversible ESIPT via
a single proton transfer through a small energy barrier transition state (TS1 and TS2), whereas the unlikely concerted double proton transfer is
highlighted by the red line between state 1 (white) and 1 (gray, chemically equivalent by symmetry) via a high energy barrier marked by the black
solid star (structure shown on the upper left corner).
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Interestingly, the redder SE peak also shows a minor ∼750 fs
decay (8%) upon 510 nm excitation in DMSO (Figures 3b and
4b). This result hints that bluer excitation of PA may excite the
population to a higher-lying vibrational state that particularly
facilitates ESIPT reaction in DMSO. By inspecting the OPA
spectrum of PA (Figure 1b), the energetic difference between
the reddest peak (∼546 nm) and a bluer shoulder peak (∼503
nm) is ∼1570 cm−1, indicative of a carbonyl group CO and/
or ring CC stretching mode that is notably coupled to the
electronic transition.18,87 A plausible scenario is that upon
excitation into a higher-lying vibrational state of PA with 510
nm pump, the Draconin Red CO and CC stretching
motions become particularly active to enhance the ESIPT
process; similar coherent mechanisms have been reported on
organic chromophores via time-resolved fluorescence48 and
2D-photon echo electronic spectroscopy.103 This analysis hints
at a possible coherence between the “jiggling and wiggling” of
atoms and the electronic change enabled by an ultrafast ESIPT
reaction starting from PA* with excess energy by a bluer pump,
and the apparent 750 fs time constant could have contributions
from characteristic vibrational cooling,18,29,62 which may result
in better charge/energy transfer for optoelectronic applications
in the redder-light-absorbing region (see Section 3.7).5,6 An
alternative interpretation could be that a sequential or
concerted ESIDPT occurs on this time scale, which will be
the subject of theoretical calculations as follows (e.g., PA* ↔
PS* occurs on the sub-ps time scale).
3.4. Computational Scans Yield Further Insights Into

ESIPT Reaction. To delve deeper into the ESIPT reaction
mechanism and transition-state barriers, systematic calcula-
tions modeling the proton transfer in S1 were performed.69

Starting with PA form of Draconin Red, the two −OH bond
distances in the molecular framework were scanned from ∼1 to
2 Å (Section 2.5) resulting in a 2D-contour plot (Figure 5). In
brief, TD-DFT optimizations of the chromophore in DCM
were performed for ten steps with a 0.1 Å step size,
representing a “relaxed” scan as the molecular structure was
optimized at each step with only the specific −OH bond
distance fixed. There are two distinct −OH bond coordinates
confirmed by 1D and 2D NMR:50 −OH1 (bottom, ortho to
one of the methoxy groups) and −OH2 (top, meta to the other
methoxy group) as depicted for PA (state 1) in Figure 5
(bottom left corner). Due to symmetry of Draconin Red, states
2 and 3 are essentially identical and the energies of such ESIPT
products (PS, since we started the computational scan from
PA) are equivalent at a distance of ∼1.6 Å irrespective of which
proton (−OH1, −OH2) “jumps” to the adjacent carbonyl.
Notably in PA, the starting distance for −OH1 is 1.00919 Å
while −OH2 is 1.01444 Å. The corresponding distances
(∼1.004 and 1.009 Å) in PS are slightly different. Moreover,
state 1 (gray) and the transition state (black star) show slightly
different values (transition state: −OH1 = 1.20919 Å, −OH2 =
1.21444 Å), but this difference may be affected by our scan
step size of 0.1 Å. A finer step size could exhibit some larger
differences between these hydroxy bond distances due to the
asymmetry of the chromophore along the vertical axis (Figure
5).
While the final product states are equivalent, the routes to

achieve these states are somewhat different as indicated by
transition state 1 (TS1) and TS2. The transition-state barrier
for the −OH2 coordinate is slightly lower (0.104 eV for TS1)
than the −OH1 coordinate (0.137 eV for TS2), suggesting that
the former route is the main ESIPT coordinate observed

during fs-TA experiments (Figures 2−4). This transition-state
barrier difference may arise from the electron donating ability
of the methoxy group, which can be considered as an ortho-
directing activating group that donates electron density to the
ortho-hydroxy group thus strengthening the −OH1 bond
(higher TS2) and making ESIPT less feasible. In contrast, the
methoxy group can also be considered as a meta-directing
deactivating group that withdraws electron density from the
meta-hydroxy group, thus weakening the −OH2 bond (lower
TS1) and making ESIPT more feasible. The resonance
structures (Figure S2) indicate that the PA tautomer has
more electron configurations in which a cationic [O+−H]
group is placed next to an anionic oxygen −O−, poised to
undergo keto−enol tautomerization through nucleophilic
attack. Due to the placement of ketone and hydroxy groups
in the PS tautomer, there are fewer ways for the molecule to be
“primed” for ESIPT.
The calculations reveal that both the concerted and

sequential DPT (see above) are unlikely in S1. The concerted
DPT transition state is highlighted by the star in Figure 5,
where both protons are located in between the carbonyl
groups. The energy for this transition state (0.239 eV) is more
than double that of TS1 and ∼75% more than TS2. For
comparison, the sequential DPT is more energetically favorable
than the concerted DPT by separating one high barrier into
two smaller barriers; however, this route remains unlikely given
that the −OH2 ESIPT coordinate is more efficient, yet the
subsequent transfer along the −OH1 coordinate must
overcome another relatively large transition barrier of 0.135
eV (see the green region between white state 2 and gray state 1
in Figure 5). Conversely, a sequential DPT could occur first by
overcoming TS2 energy barrier (0.137 eV) and then over-
coming TS3 with a relatively low barrier of 0.107 eV (see the
cyan region between state 3 and gray state 1 in Figure 5).
Regardless of the actual route among those local energy
extrema representing PA and PS, a DPT process beginning
with PA (white state 1) would result in essentially the same
tautomer (gray state 1, Figure 5), which represents a much less
probable scenario both energetically and kinetically when
compared to the ESIPT reaction with a single proton transfer
between PA and PS tautomer states (see double-headed white
arrows between states 1 and 2 or 3, Figure 5). Our calculations
of the emission energy gaps of TS1, TS2, and the star in Figure
5 (ESIDPT) showed a general red shift from the PS (major)
and PA (minor) species after electronic excitation, corroborat-
ing the observed far-red SE band dynamics (Figure S6) in close
correlation with the PS* and PA* SE band intensity dynamics
(Figure 3).
A rather surprising result emerged from the scans of ESIPT

coordinates (Figure 5): the PA → PS tautomerization
transition-state barrier (state 1 → 2, 3) is significantly lower
than the reverse process (states 3, 2 → 1). However, the fs-TA
spectra reveal a clear ∼750 fs decay of the 555 nm SE peak
attributed to ESIPT from PS tautomer to TS1 and/or TS2, and
PA tautomer. Why did the ultrafast measurements manifest an
energetically unfavorable process instead of a more favorable
pathway? We assert that the more downhill PA* → PS*
process likely occurs within the cross-correlation of our optical
spectroscopic setup (∼120 fs) due to the reduced barrier
height (see Section 3.5 below for more experimental support).
It is thus reasonable to observe a relatively slow ESIPT process
(∼750 fs) due to its “bottleneck” effect as a rate-limiting
step,104 responsible for ∼30% and 48% amplitude weights of
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the PS tautomer’s SE peak decay after 510 nm excitation of
Draconin Red in DCM and DMSO, respectively (Figure 3a,b).
Furthermore, the observed higher fluorescence in the PS*
emission region with 530 nm excitation vs 500 nm excitation
substantiates a favorable PA* → PS* conversion while PS* →
PA* still occurs (Section 3.1). Faster ESIPT processes have
been observed for similar organic chromophores including
xylindein, alizarin, and indigo,35,46,105 lending support to this
interpretation. A series of temperature-dependent ultrafast
measurements would allow for a calculation of activation
energies using the Arrhenius equation, making it possible to
better connect the PA* → PS* transition-state barriers with
the ESIPT time constants.
3.5. FSRS Confirms Dominant PS Population in S0

and Ultrafast ESIPT from PA* → PS*. To shed further light
on the ESIPT reaction coordinate beyond transient electronic
spectroscopy like fs-TA, we implemented the tunable ground-
state femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy (GS-FSRS)
with a series of Raman pump wavelengths to strategically

enhance the vibrational signal from each tautomer species of
Draconin Red in solution. On the basis of deconvoluted
electronic absorption peaks (Figure 1b), a 530 nm Raman
pump is more on resonance with PS (Figure 6a), whereas a
550 nm Raman pump has better resonance with PA (Figure
6b).
During the FSRS experiments, a redder Raman pump at 600

nm can achieve a preresonance condition with PA (hence a
purer PA spectrum) and exhibit a characteristic red shift of the
most prominent mode (from ∼1283 to 1270 cm−1), consistent
with the calculated trend from PS to PA spectra (green to blue
traces in Figure 6a−c). The calculations were performed using
the B3LYP functional and 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set with
implicit IEFPCM solvation in DCM as detailed in Section 2.6,
resulting in Raman-active vibrational modes of each tautomer.
The predicted spectra were scaled by a factor of 0.983 to
match their experimental counterparts.79,106 The overall decent
match between the GS-FSRS and calculated PS spectrum

Figure 6. Ground-state (GS) and excited-state (ES) FSRS on the red pigment with tunable laser pulses. GS-FSRS of Draconin Red in DCM using
(a) 530 nm, (b) 550 nm, and (c) 600 nm Raman pumps (black) with a redder probe on the Stokes side, overlaid with the calculated spectrum for
each tautomer (PA, blue; PS, green). (d) GS-FSRS (black) and ES-FSRS at 150 fs time delay after 537 nm excitation (red) obtained using 645 nm
Raman pump and a bluer Raman probe on the anti-Stokes side. Key Raman peaks for PA and PS tautomers are denoted by vertical gray dashed
lines across the panels, and the light-induced ultrafast PA → PS transition is highlighted by four cyan arrows in panel d (e.g., a frequency blue shift
<1300 cm−1, and intensity drop of several modes between ∼1400 and 1600 cm−1).
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supports a larger PS population (than PA) in S0 at thermal
equilibrium (see Section 3.1 above).
Notably, the ∼1135 cm−1 mode in both tautomers consists

of COH rocking motions of the hydroxy group at C8 (Figure
1a) with symmetric CC stretching between C8 and C1, which
implies its relevance for proton transfer to the adjacent
carbonyl group on C1.41 A dominant ∼1285 cm−1 mode
consists of slightly different parts of the chromophore (skeletal
motions) due to altered locations of the hydroxy groups
relative to both sides of methoxy groups, and a substantial
displacement vector of the COH rocking at C5 (PS) or C4
(PA). Moreover, in PS, the associated ring-breathing motion
involves C5−OH and C8−OH stretching motions;16,107 in PA,
the associated asymmetric ring deformation involves C4−OH
rocking motions. This difference in the 1285 cm−1 mode
composition leads to a clear frequency blue shift of the
calculated spectra from PA to PS in S0 (Figure 6a−c), also
reflected in the experimental spectra (e.g., more PA in Figure
6c vs more PS in Figure 6a). Moreover, the association with
the C5 (PS) and C4 (PA) hydroxy rocking motions nicely
corroborates the aforementioned ESIPT preference along the
−OH2 coordinate (Figure 5). The key evolution of GS → ES-
FSRS peaks (black → red trace, Figure 6d) also substantiates
an ultrafast PA* → PS* conversion, as the 537 nm actinic
pump mainly excites PA species while the 645 nm Raman
pump achieves a preresonance condition with both PA and PS
species.30,107 The PA* population rapidly tautomerizes to PS*
(within 150 fs), signified by the marker band frequency blue
shifts and intensity drops (highlighted by cyan arrows, Figure
6d).
Given the transient nature of proton motions and common

challenges of observing exact proton locations with X-ray
crystallography (a proton has no electron diffraction
capability) or NMR spectroscopy on fs-to-ps time scales,
detailed studies of organic chromophores like Draconin Red
can provide new knowledge. Our implementation of a
coherent nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy toolset like the
wavelength-tunable FSRS with a ps-Raman-pump-fs-Raman-
probe pair after an fs-actinic-pump for photoexcitation in the
mixed time-frequency domain18,30 allows crucial snapshots of
initial structural dynamics starting from the onset of ESIPT
reaction.46,48 In particular, a combination of GS-FSRS on the
Stokes side (Figure 6a−c) with ES-FSRS on the anti-Stokes
side29,30,56,108 (Figure 6d) using strategically chosen laser
wavelengths guided by steady-state and time-resolved elec-
tronic spectral results (Figures 1−4) enables the elucidation of
competing ESIPT pathways in S1 of Draconin Red, signified by
a much faster (<120 fs) PA* → PS* transition than the sub-ps
(∼750 fs) PS* → PA* transition as summarized below in
Section 3.6. Both ESIPT time constants can be considered
ultrafast, implying their intrinsically coherent nature involving
anharmonic coupling between the actual proton transfer
coordinate and other skeletal motions of the chromo-
phore,16,17,28 in accord with the observed ∼20 cm−1 blue
shift (1274 → 1294 cm−1) of the rather global Raman marker
band (C−O stretch and COH rock; see above). In other
words, ultrafast electronic redistribution and proton motions
work in tandem to shift the PA* and PS* population ratio
within the first ps upon photoexcitation, and a more complete
portrait can only be achieved by an integral spectroscopic
characterization platform with fs-TA (Figures 2−4) and FSRS
(Figure 6), aided by quantum calculations (Figure 5)18,30 and

steady-state spectroscopy (Figure 1), resulting in a unified PES
model for Draconin Red in DCM (Figure 7) as detailed below.

3.6. Potential Energy Surface of the Red Pigment in
Solution from Ground to Excited State. Using all the
spectral data above with associated analysis and interpretations,
we can sketch the PES involving S0 and S1 states of PA and PS
tautomers (Figure 7). Upon 510 and 537 nm excitation of
Draconin Red, both tautomers are primed to undergo an
ultrafast (<120 fs) ESIPT reaction given similar energies of the
unrelaxed excited states (PA*, PS*) and the much-reduced
transition-state barrier (compared to more relaxed states).
With the cross-correlation of our optical setup on a similar
time scale, we were unable to temporally resolve this process.
The steady-state absorption and emission profiles (Figure
1b,c), in combination with fs-TA spectra (Figures 2−4,
particularly the promptly emerged double-SE bands in the
initial EAS as black traces in Figure 4) infer such an ESIPT
event that occurs within the instrument response time. Though
a dominant PS population is present at equilibrium, fs-TA
spectra show that the 610 nm SE feature (assigned to PA*) is
more intense around time zero (Figures 3 and 4). Even
considering that the oscillator strength of PA* (∼610 nm SE
feature) is stronger than PS* from calculations (see Sections

Figure 7. Potential energy surfaces (PESs) of the para-antisymmetric
(PA) and para-symmetric (PS) tautomers of Draconin Red in DCM
solution. ΔE1, ΔE2, and ΔE3 represent the energy difference between
two tautomers in the ground state (PA, PS), relaxed excited state
(PA*′, PS*′), and unrelaxed excited state (PA*, PS*), respectively.
ΔETS1a/ΔETS1b represent the energy difference between PA*′/PS*′
and the transition-state barrier (TS1). Gray dotted and dashed arrows
represent Franck−Condon (FC) relaxation and rotation-assisted
relaxation, respectively. The double-sided arrow depicts interconver-
sion between PA* and PS* via ESIPT within the cross-correlation
time, while orange arrow originating from PS*′ denotes the slower
ESIPT pathway. The insets show chemical structures of PA (lower
left), PS (lower right), and the transition state TS1 (top middle).
Steady-state absorption and emission wavelengths are shown for PA
(red) and PS (blue) tautomers. Arrow lengths are not to scale (for
illustration purpose only).
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2.5 and 3.1), this discrepancy can only be explained by an
ultrafast PS* → PA* tautomerization.
Based on TD-DFT calculations, energy differences between

the PA* and PA*′ or PS* and PS*′ states (the prime denotes a
relaxed excited state) are ∼253 or 282 meV, respectively,
opening the door for ultrafast Franck−Condon relaxation. The
difference between these calculated excited-state energy gaps is
reflective of the different electronic structures of these two
tautomers (see Figure S2, for example). Similar to indigo, the
molecular structure of Draconin Red is expected to be rigid,
reflected by the mirror-like symmetry of the absorption and
emission profiles, so such a swift relaxation out of the Franck−
Condon region can be expected as an initial internal
conversion toward the fluorescent state (denoted by PA*′
and PS*′ in Figure 7). This point is corroborated by the
aforementioned energy gaps (<2300 cm−1) corresponding to
initial relaxation of PA* and PS*.
Afterward, a rather unusual ESIPT process originating from

the PS tautomer was observed with a 400−750 fs time
constant. This characteristic time scale is relatively slow in
comparison to many other ESIPT systems,35,46,105 likely
because the proton transfer from PS*′ is an uphill process
with a relatively large transition-state barrier (ΔETS1b ≈ 104
meV), while this ESIPT route remains competitive over other
energy dissipation pathways (e.g., ∼25 ps rotational motion
that could be part of nonradiative relaxation, and fluorescence
emission as radiative relaxation). Notably, our selective
depiction of TS1 energy barrier (Figure 7) stems from the
TD-DFT-calculated −OH2 versus −OH1 bond distance
scanning results that reveal an intrinsic preference of TS1
route with a smaller energy barrier to overcome for a single
proton transfer (see Figure 5 in Section 3.4 above).
Furthermore, we comment on the observation of this sub-ps

ESIPT time constant as follows. First, fs-TA spectra and the
resulting dynamics demonstrate the net effect of ESIPT. That
is to say, PA and PS tautomers are in a dynamic equilibrium
interconverting between the two forms and transition states
following electronic excitation. Second, PS is the dominant
tautomer at thermal equilibrium (62−70%); hence the PS*′→
PA*′ tautomerization likely represents a large portion of the
energy dissipation pathway. Third, the PA* → PS* conversion
is a more downhill process with a reduced transition-state
barrier; therefore, a majority of the PA ground-state population
(30−38%; see Section 3.1) likely converts to PS* and PS*′
within the instrument cross-correlation time. Following
photoexcitation, the excited state is composed of the directly
excited PS* population as well as ESIPT photoproduct PS*
population, hence the observed higher fluorescence intensity
within 560−590 nm after 530 nm excitation in DCM. In
essence, with such a large PS population in S0 and S1, even if a
small magnitude of PS* population tautomerized to PA*, it
would be clearly observed on its intrinsic sub-ps time scale as
the two tautomers interconvert in S1.
3.7. Perspective on Optoelectronic and Photonic

Applications of Draconin Red. Turning critical eyes to the
future, there remains much to be studied to better understand
the photoresponse of Draconin Red and evaluate its potential
optoelectronic performance. The pigment forms needle-like
crystals in solid state with notable inhomogeneity;50 some
orange-red crystals are essentially nonfluorescent while redder
crystals display much enhanced fluorescence with waveguide-
like properties (see right bottom panel in TOC graphic).
Notably, the more needle-like red crystals exhibit peak

fluorescence emission around 620 nm (close to SE peak
wavelength of PA*′ at ∼615 nm in DCM and ∼618 nm in
DMSO, Figure 4), while the bulkier needle-like orange crystals
exhibit a much broader fluorescence band extending to below
550 nm (compared to SE peak wavelength of PS*′ at ∼560 nm
in DCM and ∼565 nm in DMSO, Figure 4). Therefore, the
different crystalline forms may be related to the two tautomers
observed in solution and warrant further investigation.
Preliminary experiments on Draconin Red in aqueous solution
allowed the discovery of two red-shifted absorbing species
which may represent the singly and doubly deprotonated
species (Figure S7) that could provide additional insights
regarding the energy dissipation pathways as well as emission
red-shifting strategies. Our recent reports on xylindein and
dimethylxylindein showed that H-bonding and ESIPT help to
maintain the photostability of these photosensitive fungi-
derived pigments.35,37 Perhaps most importantly, there was
evidence of possible coherence between certain vibrational
motions and electronic transitions upon fs photoexcitation into
the vibronic bands of these two tautomers of Draconin Red,
primarily the redder-absorbing PA species (see Section 3.3
above). Future experiments with continued improvement of
the optical setup to further temporally compress incident laser
pulses may reveal detectable oscillations of the electronic signal
coupled to impulsively excited skeletal motions.17,18,28,30

Furthermore, rigorous analysis of excitation-dependent ES-
FSRS measurements may reveal additional “purely” vibrational
coupling between low- and high-frequency modes;28 in
particular, modes which involve the H-rocking of the specific
hydroxy groups and CO stretching of the carbonyls
implicated to play pivotal roles during ESIPT.46 The
development of resonance Raman calculations paired with a
multitude of Raman pump wavelength-dependent GS-FSFRS
measurements may elucidate which vibrational modes are
particularly coupled to certain electronic transitions of a
particular conformational state.78 Current challenges mainly lie
in the compactness of Draconin Red since, for optoelectronic
applications, a larger conjugated molecule is typically needed
with a strong π−π overlap in the solid for efficient charge
transport.5 Nevertheless, the red pigment molecule serves as an
important model system whose behavior in condensed phases
can elucidate that of larger, more optoelectronically relevant
chromophores.
With a bevy of equilibrium and nonequilibrium insights, an

informed design of Draconin Red should be able to improve its
functional properties and application potentials through
strategic substitution(s) of the methoxy groups to stronger
electron withdrawing/donating groups at opposite ends of the
chromophore to incur more directionality of a CT state.5,6

This engineering feat may enhance the intramolecular CT
character of the pigment that is nearly ubiquitous for many
high-performance optoelectronic molecules as we recently
demonstrated for xylindein and its derivatives.6,35,37,55,56 In
particular, the exciton transport between chromophores with
minimal energy loss (like in photosynthetic systems)12,13

represents a crucial step to replicating and optimizing charge
generation in designed organic electronics (e.g., donor−
acceptor bulk heterojunction solar cells). However, the facile
crystallization of Draconin Red from solution processing
(Section 2.1) needs to be addressed before its effective use
as a donor. In particular, the donor domain size must be
comparable with the exciton diffusion length for the exciton to
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reach the donor/acceptor interface and subsequently separate
into mobile charge carriers.5

Beyond a single Draconin Red molecule, when in solution
aggregates, thin films, or crystals,50 the reduced distance
between individual molecules could open new pathways for an
intermolecular H-bonding network and intermolecular charge
transfer35,37 and allow specific packing configurations (e.g.,
crystallization of Draconin Red into two polymorphs of
different colors: red and orange) to modulate optical
properties,109 as well as the addition of secondary sensitizers
that could acts as proton acceptors to the photoexcited PA* to
further enhance and red-shift the radiative emission. We have
collected the photoluminescence lifetime from Draconin Red
in DCM solution and crystal forms (Figure S8) that well match
the observed 690−840 ps decay time constants in DCM
(Figure 3a,c) and the decreased values in the solid state as
expected.37 Meanwhile, since we have a large PS population at
thermal equilibrium (see Figure 1), the newly elucidated
ultrafast ESIPT mechanisms between PS* and PA* (Figure 7)
allow us to formulate an effective strategy in enhancing the PS*
→ PA* transition (states 2 or 3 to 1 in Figure 5) by reducing
the excited-state transition-state barrier (i.e., TS1 and TS2)
through targeted molecular engineering.
Based on our discussions in Section 3.4, methoxy groups can

be replaced by various electron-donating or withdrawing
groups to fine-tune the hydroxy bond strength and ESIPT
rate constant, depending on an intrinsic competition between
the inequivalent −OH1 and −OH2 at ortho- and meta-sites to
one of the methoxy groups, respectively. Conformational
locking of one side or both sides of Draconin Red may offer
opportunities for reducing ring deformations35,107 and other
nonradiative relaxation pathways and enhancing the FQY of
PA*′ (Figure 7) particularly after stabilization of the relaxed
fluorescent state.110,111 Besides the conformational poly-
morphism in close relationship to the intramolecular H-
bonding network, we could further use molecular packing
polymorphism (likely involving both intra- and intermolecular
H-bonding)112 as a beneficial strategy for device fabrication,
improving the aforementioned waveguide properties of more
efficiently, effectively prepared redder-absorbing-and-emitting
crystals for potential applications in photonic circuits. Experi-
ments on the crystalline red pigment samples are currently
ongoing in our lab to better understand the variables (e.g.,
temperature, solvent, protonation state) involved during crystal
growth to produce orange and red needle-like crystals with
various packing configurations, compositions, disorders, and
fluorescence quantum yields.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have investigated the equilibrium properties of
Draconin Red in solution via steady-state electronic spectros-
copy, quantum calculations, and ground-state FSRS on the
Stokes side (a redder Raman probe than Raman pump). To
elucidate the nonequilibrium dynamics and photoresponse, we
implemented both fs-TA spectroscopy and excited-state FSRS
on the anti-Stokes side (a bluer Raman probe than Raman
pump) and tracked ultrafast molecular behavior on the
intrinsic time scales of electronic and atomic motions. To
provide clarity on major tautomers present in solution at
equilibrium, Franck−Condon Herzberg−Teller OPA/OPE
calculations were performed to fit broad steady-state
absorption/emission profiles arising from vibronic progression
of two tautomers (PA, PS) due to different orientations of the

hydroxy groups. Aside from determining that PS is the major
conformation at equilibrium, this analysis helped to realize the
full potential of excitation-dependent fs-TA measurements by
aiding the assignment of major species being excited and
transient species being formed in accord with the respective
absorbing/emitting wavelengths. Notably, ultrafast electronic
dynamics track the ESIPT reaction of photoexcited PS
tautomer to an intermediate transition state where the proton
is shared between the carbonyls as well as the formation of PA
tautomer with a ∼400−750 fs time constant in DCM and
DMSO. Subsequently, the chromophore rotational relaxation
occurs with shorter/longer time constants in DCM/DMSO,
and this temporal component (impacted by solvent viscosity)
preceding the apparent fluorescent lifetime approaches the ns
time scale in DCM.
Upon comparison of Draconin Red in the two solvents

studied, DMSO appears to facilitate the proton transfer as
evidenced by a larger decay (rise) of the ∼555 nm (far-red) SE
features on the sub-ps time scale. This interesting result may be
influenced by the H-bond donating/accepting strengths of the
respective solvents. DCM cannot H-bond to the hydrogen/
proton, so it does not affect the partial/full proton transfer to a
large degree. Conversely, DMSO can H-bond to the
hydrogen/proton through the sulfoxide group; hence it may
enable initial proton transfer to a transition state yet inhibit full
proton transfer to form PA. Surprisingly, scanning pertinent
ESIPT coordinates in the excited state shows that PA* → PS*
tautomerization should be more favorable while double ESIPT
is highly unlikely. With limited evidence for PA* → PS*
conversion from fs-TA experiments, it was speculated this
process occurs within the instrument cross-correlation time,
akin to many other ESIPT systems. Direct evidence of an
ultrafast formation of PS* from PA* via ESIPT was revealed
through ES-FSRS measurements after a 537 nm pump that
primarily excites PA, with a 645 nm Raman pump
preresonantly enhancing PA in the ground state, and a marker
band at ∼1274 cm−1 rapidly blue-shifts by ∼20 cm−1 within
150 fs to form PS*. Finally, GS-FSRS with tunable resonance
conditions substantiates the conclusion from steady-state
spectroscopy and quantum calculations that PS is the
dominant species in solution at equilibrium.
Besides obtaining fundamental knowledge from nonlinear

coherent spectroscopy of Draconin Red as a potent ESIPT
molecule from a wood fungus, we envision our detailed
findings in this work to power future generations with a
curious mind while enabling substantial progress and
promoting collaboration in many areas including chemistry
(physical, organic, analytical, green), physics, wood sciences,
biomaterials, engineering, sustainable materials, and photo-
sciences.
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